Explorations With the Fraction Circles

1. How many different colors are in your folder? ______________

2. Which color has the most pieces? ______________

3. Which color has the fewest pieces? ______________

4. How many light blue pieces are there? ______________

5. How many dark blue pieces are there? ______________

6. How many dark blue pieces does it take to cover a yellow piece? ______________

7. Can you find two different pieces to cover a yellow piece? Which colors did you use? __________________________

8. Cover the yellow piece using smaller pieces of one color.

   What color did you use? ______________

   How many did you use? ______________

9. Is a pink piece larger, equal to or smaller than two red pieces? ______________

10. Cover a brown piece by using several smaller pieces.

    Which colors did you use? ______________

    How many did you use? ______________